Half termly skills curriculum plan

Keelman’s Way School

Literacy

Maths

Science
Materials and their properties

Reading to and responding
to texts by looking at
characters, events and
keywords. Sequencing,
story recall, identifying
main events relating to
traditional tales.
Comprehension activities.
Lists.
Familiar phrases.
ORT books and resources
Phonics activities.

To develop skills in:
Number -Number rhymes,
Counting and properties of
numbers and order.
Calculation.
SSM- Time and order of
day.
U&A –Practical maths and
reading charts.

To focus on different
materials, What are they made
of?
Identify different materials in
everyday objects.
Explore reflective materials.
Suitability of materials for a
specific purpose.
Investigate materials.
Feely bag games.

ICT

Create an outfit for a
character. To explore ICT
programs, jigsaw maker,
switch it maker
On-going ICT targets
Using the internet
Using work, symbols, etc,
On-going ICT targets.

Personal and social
Development

Working with each other.
Sharing resources, taking
turns. Playing games with
our peers.
Look at and understand our
materials – clothing,
bedding etc & how can we
look after them?
Personal hygiene regarding
clothing.
Look at different aspects of
materials – clothing for
specific climates.

Topic: Materials
Humanities
(RE History Geography)

Look at the environment –
note changes to
plants/weather/equipment.
Test which materials are
best for different uses.

Sensory Activities

Tac pac
Massage and interaction
Sensory room
Switch work
Sensory music
Sensory art sessions
Sensory exploration

Physical Education
Games

Design Technology/ Cookery

To work in
Small groups /independently –
Sports activities and games. To
use listening skills.
Hydrotherapy/swimming
targets.
Daily wake up shake up
Work in outdoor classroom.

Make a shelter.
Create a fancy dress shop.
Create materials display and
design a jacket for a teddy.
To make toasted
sandwiches.

Creativity
(Art and Music)

To explore different
materials & make a
book/story using different
textures.
To learn songs about
dressing skills.

